The ASK-IT indoors/outdoors navigation support facilities & Social Events service

ASK-IT demonstrates several of its services including user localization, indoors navigation and outdoors route planning, through mobile phones and PDAs.

- Sensor technologies are used for the indoors navigation, to demonstrate the ‘Guide Me’ service, i.e. Zigbee and/or MOTES (Smardust family);
- For the outdoors only the route planning is demonstrated, as Vienna is not one of the ASK-IT pilot sites (so as to support outdoors navigation and route guidance). Specifically, the accessibility attributes of a few POIs of Vienna city centre have been added.

Also, the Social Events service is demonstrated, displaying a list of events in Vienna of particular interest to the e-Inclusion society (and potentially of specific interest to the user).

ASK-IT evaluation & demonstration across Europe

Tests with about 400 mobility-impaired users have been performed in the 8 pilot sites of ASK-IT.

49 connected services (of various service providers) covering the following applications:
- Localisation and intermodal route guidance
- E-commerce & e-payment
- Domotic control
- ADAS & IVICS for all
- Health & emergency management
- E-working and e-learning
- Assistive devices interface
- Self-configurable user interface

www.ask-it.org